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1. Introduction 

Since the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic, Indian Government and RBI has 

been taking various steps to reduce the impact on the country. The country went into a 21 days 

lockdown starting midnight on 24th March, 2020 to control the community spread. Due to the 

lockdown, the economic activity has been halted barring the essential services. Barclays said the 

cumulative shutdown cost could be around Rs. 9 lakh crs to Indian economy or 4% of GDP.  

In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided to advance its 

meeting scheduled for 31st March, 1st April and 3rd April 2020. It met on 24th, 26th and 27th March, 

2020 and undertook a careful evaluation of the current and evolving macroeconomic and financial 

conditions and also the outlook. The MPC intended to (a) mitigate the negative effects of the virus; 

(b) revive growth; and above all, (c) preserve financial stability.  

 

The developmental and regulatory policies published by the MPC can be broadly delineated under 

four categories: 

(1) Measures to expand liquidity in the system sizably to ensure that financial markets and 

institutions are able to function normally in the face of COVID-19 related dislocations; 

(2) Steps to reinforce monetary transmission so that bank credit flows on easier terms are sustained 

to all those who have been affected by the pandemic; 

(3) Efforts to ease financial stress caused by COVID-19 disruptions by relaxing repayment pressures 

and improving access to working capital; and 

(4) Endeavor to improve the functioning of markets in view of the high volatility experienced with 

the onset and spread of the pandemic. 

 

This Policy of the Bank is being framed to extend the reliefs provided in the RBI circular dated  

27th March, 2020, to all eligible borrowers, inter alia, including the objective eligibility criteria for 

considering the same. 
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2. RBI instructions for easing financial stress: 

The RBI Monetary Policy Committee statement of 27th March, 2020, issued following 

instructions for relaxing repayment pressures and improving access to working capital: 

 

Moratorium on Term Loans: 

All commercial banks (including regional rural banks, small finance banks and local area banks), co-

operative banks, all-India Financial Institutions, and NBFCs (including housing finance companies 

and micro-finance institutions) (“lending institutions”) are being permitted to allow a moratorium of 

three months on payment of instalments in respect of all term loans outstanding as on  

1st March, 2020. 

Deferment of Interest on Working Capital Facilities: 

In respect of working capital facilities sanctioned in the form of cash credit/overdraft, lending 

institutions are being permitted to allow a deferment of three months on payment of interest in 

respect of all such facilities outstanding as on 1st March, 2020. The accumulated interest for the 

period will be paid after the expiry of the deferment period. 

The moratorium on term loans and the deferring of interest payments on working capital will not 

result in asset classification downgrade. 

The moratorium on term loans will not qualify as a default for the purposes of supervisory reporting 

and reporting to credit information companies (CICs) by the lending institutions. Hence, there will 

be no adverse impact on the credit history of the beneficiaries. 

3. Guidelines on the loan moratorium: 

i. The Management level Credit Committee ("MCC") is authorized to formulate guidelines for 

providing moratorium on principal and interest for various categories of borrowers and to 

finalize related matters, as long as such guidelines are within the ambit of relaxations outlined 

in RBI circular 2019-20/ 186   DOR.No.BP.BC.47/21.04.048/2019-20 dated 27th March 2020. 

ii. Moratorium to various borrower categories is essentially to be granted to provide relief to 

such borrowers to tide over disruption to cash flows that may be caused by the corona virus 

related lockdown, related events and anticipated economic impact between 1st March, 2020 

and 31st May, 2020.  
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iii. Basis the type of product, customer segment/category, geography and/or other relevant 

parameters to determine extent of impact on the corona virus,  MCC can define guidelines to 

provide relief including the process of providing moratorium, mode of communication and 

consent of borrowers (if relevant),  and period of moratorium but not exceeding 3 months. 

The tenor of term loans may be extended by a similar period and repayment instalments 

recalculated without any change in the effective interest rate. In working capital loans, the 

entire interest of the accrual period would become payable at the end of the moratorium 

period.  In all cases, interest would continue to accrue during the moratorium period.  

iv.  The relief offered to each category of customers for any given product should be clearly 

defined and it should not be discriminatory within the category.  

v. The MCC may decide to offer moratorium to all customers in certain categories and products 

with more vulnerable customers without waiting for customer request with due notification 

of the changed loan amortization schedule in whatever method convenient so as to ensure 

the desired relief is provided in a seamless manner. In other categories, where the customers 

are less vulnerable, the MCC may decide to offer moratorium and extension of loan tenor 

based on customer request up to a maximum period of 3 months. In all loans of Rs.5 Crs and 

above, the reasons for the relief and the terms of such relief should be recorded and 

specifically approved by the MCC.  

vi. In case a customer is willing to pay the instalments during the moratorium period offered by 

the bank,   the same may be accepted by the Bank without any prepayment charges.  

vii. Loans that are securitized and marked under IBPCs may be restructured on terms 

similar to loans on our own books after due approval/ notification to the participants 

as required under the terms of such agreements. 

viii. The MCC is also advised to issue detailed instructions to staff for seamless implementation 

and keep the Board of the Bank informed of the progress of implementation in this regard. 
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4.   Asset classification, Provisioning and other aspects 

      4.1   Asset Classification 

 
As per guidelines issued by RBI, the moratorium/deferment would not be treated as 

a default for the purposes of supervisory reporting and reporting to credit 

information companies (CICs) by the bank. Consequently, such a measure, by itself, 

shall not result in asset classification downgrade.  

4.2 Provisioning 

There would be no change in provisioning, bank would follow its NPA policy for the 

same. 

      4.3   Income Recognition 

 

Income recognition would be done as per bank’s policy.     

    

5.     Reporting to RBI 

 
Reporting would be as per the current norms. Bank would provide any additional report as and when 

sought by RBI. As stated by RBI vide circular 2019-20/ 186   DOR.No.BP.BC.47/21.04.048/2019-20 

dated 27th March, 2020, wherever the exposure of a Bank to a borrower is Rs. 5 crore or above as on 

1st March, 2020, the bank shall develop an MIS on the reliefs provided to its borrowers which shall 

inter alia include borrower-wise and credit-facility wise information regarding the nature and 

amount of relief granted. 

  

 


